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Abstract
The transmission of text by scribes introduces errors that often compound over time. Using the first book of Homer’s Iliad as a case study, we would like to propose a method to simulate this process using agent based models. In this paper we will first briefly explain general information about text transmission and the nature of the text we are working with. Then we will discuss the creation of an agent based model (ABM) in detail, as well as the problems encountered during development. We will continue by evaluating the results of the model and studying the influence of its parameters. To end this thesis we will then contrast this method with other Natural Language Processing approaches such as Machine Learning and Evolutionary Algorithms. The results seem to indicate that while ABMs could be useful in a text transmission context, the surrounding research needs further development to improve the quality of the model. On the whole, the usage of ABMs in text transmission is deemed a fruitful approach worthy of further investigation.
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1. Introduction: the Homeric Question and hubris

We, as scientists, can be proud, stubborn, and sometimes even foolhardy. It seems that every scientific field contains a seemingly minor detail that divides its peers into tribes who stand on either side of an issue. Whilst most of these problems are not really suited for actual scientific research but are a better fit for the dinner table or friendly discussion, some of them do spark interesting research.¹

One such matter is the so-called Homeric Question, a subject which has been discussed among classical scholars for over 200 years (Fowler, 2004). Did the legendary Greek poet Homer actually exist? Or, more accurately: are the works we attribute to Homer the product of one author working in a similar way as modern day authors, or are they a product of centuries of oral composition and transmission? This is the question many classicists have fought over all this time. Over the millenia his works have survived, many versions have been known to exist. Some versions are almost completely with us to this day, some have only fragments remaining, while others are lost. According to Fowler (2004), these different variations caused scientists to start to analyze which verses and versions were really written by Homer himself and which by creative scribes.

To oversimplify centuries of research dramatically:² this practice of reconstructing the true homeric version continued until Milman Parry started publishing his works in which he stated that the different versions were products of an oral tradition. He hypothesised that the use of epithets³ was a tool to make the verses easier to remember for poets who were orally composing and performing at the same time (Parry, 1930). As can be imagined: the existing scholarly tradition was not overly fond of this theory, since it basically invalidated most of their previous research. A divide in the classical field was born, and remains to this day.

Before we continue, let me introduce another relevant Greek term: hubris. Roughly translated it was generally believed to mean ‘overconfidence’, although modern insights provide a more nuanced view (Fisher, 2015). It is a thing many Greek heroes suffered from, and it is one of the driving factors that lead us to do this particular research. When centuries of the greatest classical minds cannot solve the Homeric

¹ An example of the more frivolous variety would be a hotly debated topic among computer scientists: Do you use tabs or spaces to indent your code.
² This really is a dramatic oversimplification and brushes aside centuries of scholarly research. We decided to rephrase this discussion in this manner since the history of the question was not a central part of this thesis. For a more extensive overview we can recommend the works of Fowler (2004), Nagy (2009) or West (2011).
³ Short describing passages fitting a certain character. F.e. the fast footed Achilles, or the rosy–fingered Dawn.
Question, it is of course not hubris to think we can solve it with modern computational means.\textsuperscript{4} Surely, in this thesis the Homeric Question will be answered once and for all.\textsuperscript{5}

Maybe, however, we have to come up with some more reasonable goals and expectations. To simulate the errors of a scribe who is transcribing a work is no small feat, let alone to reverse them. In this research we will try to build an agent based model that can simulate the behaviour of scribes as they copy the text. This model will allow us to study the effect of compounding error as the errors feed forward into new versions, and may provide us with some insights into the effect of individual scribes on a text tradition. Even more ambitiously, this model should be able to give us a hint as to what could have come before any of the versions we currently know of.

There are, of course, already many researchers who have looked into answering this question. In fact, reconstructing the so-called archetype, or at least providing insight into what it could have looked like, is one of the main goals of modern scholarly editions (West, 1973) (Wilson & Reynolds, 1991). There are also more modern approaches to publishing these editions, where digital means are used to provide more insight into the complicated history of a text (De Weerdt, Van Beijeren, and Gelein, 2019), (Alma & Berti, 2013).\textsuperscript{6} This is a massive scientific field, with a rich tradition. Without a doubt we can use some of the expertise this field has collected over the centuries, which we will further discuss in the penultimate chapter.

While the construction of an agent based model for text transmission purposes seems to be a novel approach, the usage of agent based models in natural language context certainly is not. It is generally accepted that agent based models are useful in simulating human systems (Bonabeau, 2002), with research showing its strength in computational linguistics as well (De Boer, 2006). A doctoral thesis by Kaše (2019) even simulates transmission of religious ideas, at which point it looks like texts should be only a minor addition. The broad application of agent based models was one of the deciding factors in choosing it as the method with which we model our transmission.

There are many uses for such a text transmission model that we can think of. Using its reversing capabilities, editors of scholarly editions could use the models suggestions as inspiration for possible corruptions that have taken place. While the model itself doesn’t prove anything in this case, it can provide an editor with interesting insight,

\textsuperscript{4} Spoiler: it is.
\textsuperscript{5} Spoiler: it won’t.
\textsuperscript{6} There are more projects, but these are just some that we have personal experience with. This is a rapidly evolving field with promising projects, such as the Sources Echo & Interactions of Protagoras project, in which we are also involved as part of the team: http://manmeasure.org/.
who then can turn this computer generated hypothesis into a scholarly researched theory. Maybe some brilliant scientist can actually prove the existence of a single manuscript of the Iliad by running this model on lots of different versions of the Iliad, only to find they converge to one root.

On the other hand, a model such as this could be used in its normal feed-forward mode to find probable spots for corruption. Given some set of provided parameters for the scribes who will transcribe it, what is the most likely location that errors will be found. This could even be used as extra proof to show the lineage of certain manuscript families. With some minor alterations to the parameters it is even possible to simulate oral storytelling. While the nature of the errors would change between the two, the setup of the model would remain largely the same. Modelling scribes can also give us some insight into the probable nature of the transmission that leads to our surviving manuscripts. By connecting observations such as a diverse tradition with scribal tendencies we could document with this model, we can form hypotheses about the nature of the transmission, backed up by our simulation.

The possibilities for such a computational model seem very interesting. However before we dive into the specifics of the model we have created, we will first have to understand a bit more about the qualities of classical text transmission. We will talk about this in chapter 2 after which we will discuss the specifics of our chosen case study, the first book of the Iliad, in chapter 3. In chapter 4 we will discuss agent based models in general and our specific implementation will be described in more detail in chapter 5. We will then continue to evaluate our results and consider future work on this project in chapters 6 and 7 respectively, before we conclude with chapter 8.

All code for this project can be found on GitHub, but generally looking at this repository won’t be necessary. When deemed appropriate the code required to understand a passage has been included in this paper as a code block, such as the one shown below.

```python
print("Let’s make some agent based models!"))
```

---

7 More about manuscripts, lineages and the stemma in chapter 2.
8 https://github.com/MGelein/simulating-mistakes
2. Transmission of text

Storytelling is seen as one of the ways in which we form and maintain our social bonds, even dating as far back as our earliest ancestors (Dunbar, Gamble & Gowlett, 2014). To this day stories are one of the most important ways we make sense of the world around us, using the people who surround us and their views (Bietti, Tilston & Bangerter, 2019). However, together with the importance of storytelling through the ages comes the plethora of different ways stories have been told.

When talking about the transmission of a story, we thus first have to discuss the method with which the story is being transmitted. Roughly speaking we can make two distinct categories: stories can be transmitted orally or in writing. Until the advent of writing oral transmission would have been the only logical, or even possible, way of transmitting a story. As one can imagine this leads to small alterations every time the story is recited but it also impacts the way the narrative is presented. An example of this would be the use of formulaic phrases or epithets that Parry (1930) observed in Homer's works. With written transmission we suddenly are no longer bound by our own memory. The differences between versions are naturally much smaller, but as humans we still make mistakes (West, 1973).

It seems that we have our first important decision to make: what part of transmission should we simulate? The difference in nature between these two methods of sharing a narrative is big enough that they seem to warrant separate models. This initial thought, paired with the practical consideration that it is much easier to find and model written data, led us to the conclusion that we should focus on textual transmission.

In the next paragraphs we will briefly discuss the basics of text transmission, with a minor focus on classical texts, since that is what we will be working on. This is largely based on the work of West (1973), with some minor additions based on Mathijsen (1995 & 2010) and Wilson & Reynolds (1991). According to Mathijsen we can divide text transmission into four periods. Of these periods we are mostly interested in the first: the scribal period in which handwritten copies were the only way of

---

9 Interestingly, Goody (2006) argues that large narratively complex epics must necessarily be a product of an early literate society, since in an oral society nobody would have the time required to listen or perform such an enormous work of fiction.

10 Or at least less so, as we will see in the following paragraphs when we start to discuss the way the agents in our model will use memory.

11 By using digitised editions we are also not properly considering the visual aspect of a written manuscript, such as letters that are likely to be confused. These characteristics are likely language or even manuscript dependent. Modelling this highly unique behaviour, we decided, was not a priority for this thesis.
disseminating a story into the world. The advent of the printing press, which denoted the start of Mathijsen's second period, gave the option of creating exact copies, something that scribes were never capable of.

The process of copying a manuscript varied a lot over different periods and between different scribes. The general method however, remains largely the same. A scribe has access to a source manuscript and copies it, word by word, into a new one. In doing so he would inevitably introduce mistakes and sometimes well-meant alterations, thus spawning a new version of the manuscript.\textsuperscript{12, 13} Although West (1973) mentions various ways of preventing these errors, such as direct comparison with the source manuscript after the copying was finished, this was still not enough to stop errors and alterations from creeping in.\textsuperscript{14} These different versions can all spawn new versions, leading to something that resembles a family tree structure.

This family tree that so neatly, and visually, describes the relations between manuscripts is called a stemma. In textual criticism this stemma is created by careful analysis of all available manuscripts, and it is used to reason about the relations these manuscripts would have to the archetype, the root of the stemma (Wilson & Reynolds, 1991).\textsuperscript{15} Below this paragraph, in figure 1, we can see an example of such a stemma that describes an imaginary relationship between nonexistent manuscripts. In this example the root of the stemma is manuscript A. This manuscript was copied three times, leading to manuscript B, C and D. However, as you can see, when copying manuscript D the scribe also had manuscript C there to double check. The resemblance of a stemma to a family tree, or a social structure, is what led us to first consider these manuscripts as products created by social agents, whose relationships could be digitally modeled.

\textsuperscript{12} Going forward in this thesis we will use the word ‘error’ for both honest mistakes and conscious changes. An error is merely a deviation from the original text, and no value judgement is implied.

\textsuperscript{13} Wilson and Reynolds (1991) have written extensively about the varying reasons these alterations or errors get introduced. The nature of the errors, as well as the reason for making them vary greatly depending on the time period and location the manuscript is created in, with great differences existing, for example, between the East and West Roman empire.

\textsuperscript{14} West (1973) even mentions that this correctional use of the source manuscript would sometimes even lead to more errors. F.e.: If the original words were included next to an error in the manuscript, sometimes the next scribe would think both these variants were equally important and think of a middle ground to include them both partially.

\textsuperscript{15} Wilson and Reynolds also argue that this reasoning back to the archetype is one of the limitations of this way of working. Some traditions are ‘open’ and contain multiple archetypes.
Now that we have established how these versions of manuscripts come into existence, we need to look at the nature of the errors and alterations that get included. While some sources exist that mention various scribal tendencies for alterations, such as Royse (2013), Wilson & Reynolds (1991), and West (1973), none of them seem to be backed up with any kind of statistics or even something more than circumstantial evidence. We mostly know that things happen, we don’t know how often or how large the chance of that error happening is. There simply seems to be not enough data currently available for such extrapolations.\footnote{By studying modern scholarly editions of many works maybe such a list could be compiled however. These editions already contain remarks about possible alterations and the reason for their existence in their critical apparatus.}

However, when creating a model of scribal transmission, we need to know what kinds of changes scribes might make. While a lot of this knowledge is widely spread among classical scholars and editors, much of it remains implicit, and hardly any of it is digitally available. The search for more tangible and condensed data led us to Dr. G. Boter, former professor of UvA Amsterdam. In 2013 he gave a guest lecture at Leiden University about scribal text transmission errors. During this lecture he gave participants a handout which contains a nicely organised list of the most common errors.\footnote{This list is included, with permission, as Appendix A. This list is only an excerpt, the first two pages, of the complete handout. Unfortunately the contents of this handout are in Dutch. While the subject matter is Ancient Greek, most of the errors described in this document are applicable to other languages as well.} In a brief interview we conducted with Dr. Boter it was concluded that this list was one of the more complete summaries of scribal errors.\footnote{This interview was conducted remotely online on the 4th of December 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic.} The usage of this document as a basis for this type of model would be sufficient for the abstract nature of our model.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{stemma.png}
\caption{A graphical visualisation of an imaginary stemma.}
\end{figure}
The types of errors mentioned in the list, as well as those talked about in our interview, can be briefly summarized into the following categories:

- **Letter errors:** With these errors letters, or parts of words are changed. Depending on the language skill of the scribe this could lead to non-existent words. This is generally the biggest category of mistakes. These include things such as misread letters, and swapping of characters in a word.

- **Word errors:** Scribes would sometimes try to improve the text by adding in words they deemed more fit to the original manuscript. Alternatively they would replace words in dialects they did not recognize with the words in a ‘correct’ dialect (Wilson & Reynolds, 1991). One example of this is the replacement of synonyms.

- **Sentence errors:** There are cases where entire lines are added or removed because the scribe thinks notes are part of the main text, or the other way around: when a scribe deems a line of text unfit for the author.

Now, armed with this list of possible errors, we should take a quick look at the text we are going to be subjecting to our model; the first book of the Iliad by Homer.
3. Our subject: Homer’s Iliad, Book 1

The Iliad is the oldest surviving Western text (Mueller, 2013). It is an epic poem that tells the story of the wrath of Achilles, ultimately leading to his doom, set in the Trojan war. This story is told in 24 books, originally papyrus rolls, for a total of well over 10,000 lines. There are several reasons which led us to pick the first book of the Iliad as our case study.

The most obvious reason is that the text had to be part of a scribal tradition. This would make the already complex matter of evaluation of results a little easier.19 Secondly, since due to a previous bachelor in classics we are familiar with the material as well as with the methods of obtaining the material. Most, if not all, examples of text transmission we know are from classics.

Thirdly, there was the matter of choosing between Latin or Greek texts, and after that between poetry or prose. The ideal text to work with would be a Latin prose text. Prose, since automated meter20 detection for classical languages is another problem that at the time of writing has not been solved. If we wanted our model to stick to the meter as well, that would pose a significant increase in difficulty. Latin, because the Greek alphabet, along with its diacritics, is significantly harder and more memory intensive to digitally work with when compared to the Latin alphabet.

All of these choices and preferences then turned out to be useless when we realised that the only easily available, digitised, manuscript editions of a classical work known to us were the editions made by the Homer Multitext Project.21 While it was an Ancient Greek text instead of Latin, and poetry instead of prose, we had little choice in the matter. Therefore this edition will be the source of our data after some data preparation described in chapter 5.

19 More about evaluation in chapter 6.
20 The rhythm contained within poetry lines. There is some research into automated detection of this rhythm (Abuata & Al-Omari, 2018), but none of this research is about classical meter.
21 “The Homer Multitext project seeks to present the Homeric Iliad and Odyssey in a critical framework that accounts for the fact that these poems were composed orally over the course of hundreds, if not thousands of years by countless singers who composed in performance. The evolution and the resulting multiformity of the textual tradition, reflected in the many surviving texts of Homer, must be understood in its many different historical contexts. Using technology that takes advantage of the best available practices and open source standards that have been developed for digital publications in a variety of fields, the Homer Multitext offers free access to a library of texts and images and tools to allow readers to discover and engage with the Homeric tradition.” from http://www.homermultitext.org/about/ on January 9, 2021.
We are using the first book of the Venetus A manuscript as contained in their \textit{hm}t-\textit{2020i} release (Homermultitext, 2020).\textsuperscript{22} This book is 611 lines long and contains the famous first words of Western literature.\textsuperscript{23} The Venetus A manuscript was chosen since it is one of the best preserved, as well as one of the oldest manuscripts of the Iliad, dating back to the 10th century (Dué & Ebbott, 2014).

\textsuperscript{22} While any other book, or even multiple books, could have been used, we decided to stick with just one, familiar, book to help the evaluation step.

\textsuperscript{23} “Μήνιν οὐκότε θεό Πηλητῶν Ἀχιλῆς”, roughly translated that means: “Sing, Goddess, of the wrath of Achilles, son of Peleus.”
4. Agent Based Models

The nature of the data that runs the simulation necessarily prescribes the kinds of algorithms that are usable to model a system. As we have established in chapter 2, a stemma for a manuscript closely resembles a family structure, or a social structure. These observations provide use with two obvious candidates to simulate our system: agent based modelling or genetic algorithms. The difference, at least for our purposes, is how they handle the data in the system. A genetic algorithm operates by selecting for the most ‘fit’ candidate (Mitchell, 1998). Thus it operates directly on the object to be studied. By abstracting away the individual scribe’s brain through which a text is read and reproduced we might lose a critical step in the transmission path. In case of our manuscript tree this would mean we would be looking at the most fitting text instead of simulating individual scribe. Such an evolutionary model does not seem to fit reality, since the reasons for manuscripts to survive are more often tied to chance than to their quality.\(^{24,25}\) Moreover, according to de Boer (2006) genetic algorithms tend to converge towards a single optimal solution, while we want to simulate divergence with more optional convergence.

An agent based model on the other hand creates a population that operates on the data. This resembles the nature of transmission more closely. The individual scribes acting upon the manuscript closely resembles that of individual agents acting upon the text. In fact our system of transmission seems to easily fit some of the criteria that Bonabeau (2002) describes as good indicators to use Agent Based Modelling (ABM), such as the fact that we have a clear network effect, as well as the strong influence of individual agents, which Bonabeau describes as “the system is linearly stable but unstable to large perturbations”. Thus we decided to go with agent based modelling to create our simulation.\(^{26}\)

Another option that we briefly entertained was the use of machine learning, more specifically neural networks, to predict the corruptions and errors of scribes. There is even a recent project that has had major success with restoring lost passages of ancient Greek inscriptions (Assael, Sommerschied & Prag, 2019). Unlike this project however,

---

\(^{24}\) One only needs to look at the fire in the Great Library of Alexandria, 48 B.C. to see that even the greatest sources of information can be lost.

\(^{25}\) According to Wilson and Reynolds (1991) censorship plays a remarkably small role, if any at all, in the survival of the classical texts. Censorship was generally reserved for contemporary pagan or sacrilegious writers, while the classical texts remained largely untouched. For a more complete overview, we recommend chapter 2 of their book: The Greek East.

\(^{26}\) An added benefit of going with agent based models is their broad range of applications. As discussed in the introduction, these models have been used for a variety of linguistic or theological research, but even simulation of Covid19 transmission is something which an agent based model can tackle (Cuevas, 2020) (Gomez, 2020).
we do not have access to the wealth of digitized fragments that the papyrological community has built over the decades. When paired with the ‘black box’ nature of neural networks this turned out to be undoable. We decided to stick with our initial pick of agent based models. In chapter 7 we will, however, briefly discuss the possibilities a machine learning approach could provide, and the problems that need to be solved before such an approach would become feasible.

According to Bonabeau (2002), the idea of an agent based model is to simulate a population of autonomous agents. Each of these agents has individual properties that determine how they interact with their environment. This makes them a natural fit to many real-life problems and social structures (Helbing, 2012). By interacting with their fellow agents they influence the shared world they live in. This shared world can, of course, also have some properties that have an effect on agent interaction. The most obvious property being spatiality; agents being separated by space to simulate geographical separation.

The tunable parameters are in the end what determine the outcome of the model. Therefore some careful thought needs to be put into what we should simulate. Our perfect model is completely accurate to an individual scribe, but since we actually want to make this model we will necessarily have to make some abstractions.\(^{27}\) For our model, in which every agent is a scribe, we have decided on the following parameters:

*Agent memory:* a number that will determine how well an agent remembers things, such as the words or letters they just read. Lower values mean that there is a bigger change of misremembering letters or even entire words. This is a metaparameter. It controls the chance of all mutations happening.

*Agent vocabulary:* a number that will control how likely an agent is to recognize a word as part of their vocabulary. A recognized word then gets added to an agent’s list of known words.\(^{28}\) Higher numbers mean there is less of a chance of correct words being rejected and incorrect words being included in a text.

*Agent arrogance:* this parameter tunes the likeliness of an agent actually acting upon things they perceive as incorrect. An agent with a low vocabulary and low arrogance actually makes a great scribe, although they won’t understand what they are copying, whereas high arrogance, in extreme cases, can lead to entire word substitutions.

\(^{27}\) These abstractions are also paramount in making this model easier to draw conclusions from. The complexity of the real world is often the thing that prevents us from drawing conclusions, whereas abstraction lets us study the underlying systems.

\(^{28}\) This is not a tunable parameter and therefore not included in this overview.
Agent position: the agent’s position is determined by a one dimensional coordinate which denotes their position on the plane of the simulation. By spreading agents around we can limit interactions between agents. This allows us to simulate the limited availability of manuscripts which West (1973) describes.\textsuperscript{29} If we give all agents identical positions we effectively remove the influence of spatial separation from the simulation.

Agent influence: this parameter can be used in conjunction with the spatial separation model to model the importance of certain scribes or manuscripts. Certain works could have a larger impact than others, which we can simulate by having an increased influence. The influence number will determine the fraction of the simulation space in which other agents will consult this manuscript.

Now that all of our requirements have been discussed it is time to continue onto the meat of the model: the implementation, which we will discuss in the next chapter.

\textsuperscript{29} During early prototypes of the model agent influence and position was abstracted away as ‘availability’. This method was discarded in favor of the more easily tunable ‘position’ and ‘influence’ parameters.
5. Implementation Details

One of the first decisions to make when implementing any kind of computer software is the technology to use. Over the course of the past few months we have developed several prototypes. We did this to gain familiarity with agent based models and learn about the various ways we could structure this project. During this period we have tried various languages and even frameworks for agent based modelling, but ultimately we decided to stick with Python 3 with some external libraries. The ease of use of Python development far outweighed any performance concerns such an interpreted language might cause.

The next thing we need is, of course, data. In chapter 3 we discussed our reasons for choosing the first book of the Iliad, specifically the digital database that contains a transcribed version the Venetus A (Homer Multitext, 2020). All the data in this database is in the form of the CITE architecture that was developed specifically for this project (Blackwell & Smith, 2019). Luckily the .cex format that was used for our specific database is a plain-text format, which meant we could easily extract the required data from the file. This straightforward process is documented in the data_extraction folder of the source code repository. Our data was now one file per book of the Iliad in the Venetus A version, with each line in the file corresponding to a line of poetry in the original.

Since we would be needing quite a lot of tunable parameters we decided to group all of these together in a settings file. This file is the only command line parameter that the program accepts. For a brief moment we considered also allowing command line parameters as a way of controlling the simulation, but because of the amount of parameters this quickly got unmanageable. The settings.ini file that comes with the repository contains some sane defaults. To run the application with the default settings file you run the following command in the terminal:

```bash
python main.py --settings settings.ini
```

---

30 Frameworks such as Mesa proved to be either too complex for our use case, or not flexible enough. Furthermore, the basics of an agent based model were easy to implement ourselves.
31 These libraries are numpy and gensim, both of which can be downloaded from the Python Package Index. The specific versions used can be found in the source code repository.
32 To briefly summarize the process: each line was prefaced by a so-called CTS identifier for this specific line. By filtering only the identifiers that we needed we then saved only the Greek parts of these lines to separate files.
33 A settings file is expected to be conforming to the standard of INI files, which Tyers (2016) explains quite well. The INI file is a very loose standard but it is basically just a key-value pair file.
By using this file, or creating your own using the default file as a guideline, we can easily manipulate the conditions of the simulation, or execute multiple different runs in parallel. All settings should have a pretty self-explanatory effect, especially for those who have read chapter 4. However, the default settings file contains comments that describe the parameters in more detail to make the process of modifying these settings easier.

As the text, in our case the first book of the Iliad, is loaded into memory, it is split by line, with each line being split by word. In some early prototypes we would just give the agents access to the complete book as a single string of text, but this soon turned out to be a performance bottleneck since strings in python are immutable (Van Rossum, 2007). This means that every time we make an alteration to the original string, we effectively create an entirely new copy of the original with a small alteration. Using larger texts this caused considerable slowdowns and unnecessary overhead. By splitting the text into a list of lines, and each line into a list of words we can easily manipulate only specific words, keeping the overhead to a minimum. In the figure below you can see an example of what the first two lines of the Iliad look like in this data format.

```
[[“Μηνίν”, “δείδε”, “Ωεά”, “Πηλῆιάδεω”, “Ἀχιλής”], [“οὐλομένην·”, “ἡ”, “μυρί”, “Ἀχαῖοίς”, “ἄλυε”, “Ἑθηκεν·”]]
```

Now that we have our parameters set and the texts loaded into memory, our next hurdle is to set up the actual simulation. The abstract notion of an agent based model is rather easy to implement. We have a Simulation class that controls a population, a list, of Agent instances. The size of the population and the runtime of this simulation are both loaded from the settings we have provided in the beginning. At this point we let the agents interact with each other for the given amount of time, until we end the simulation. At this point we save the text, that every agent holds in memory, to an output directory and we are ready for some analysis of the results.

There is one large piece of the puzzle that is missing: the agent’s behaviour. The key of this whole simulation is that they are able to read, process and write versions of texts. This process introduces errors inspired by the ones in the list of Boter (2013). As we have discussed in chapter 2, there are three broad categories of errors: letter errors, word errors and sentence errors. These categories are shown here in order of importance.
By far most of the errors that Boter mentions are at the letter level.\textsuperscript{34} For each of these levels we will need different methods of introducing them to resemble the errors that are mentioned in Appendix A. In the next few paragraphs we will talk through each of the possible mutations, starting at the letter permutations and ending at the more rare sentence changes.

One of the easiest errors to implement was the mutation of letters. By randomly varying one of the letters of a word we could simulate the agent misreading the word. There was one big issue with this: misreading a word usually has a reason. Depending on the language level of the scribe the misread word should probably be a word itself. There is of course a chance that the agent misreads the word but that they, despite not understanding the word, still put it in the text. So, to summarize, the agent has to mutate a letter in a word, and then compare the resulting word to its known vocabulary. If it is in the vocabulary, the agent can just copy it, if it isn’t we should see if the agent is arrogant enough to keep it, incorrectly thinking this word exists. In code this would be:

\begin{verbatim}
def mutate_letter(self, word, alphabet):
    rnd_index = random.randint(0, len(word) - 1)
    letter = random.choice(alphabet)
    new_word = word[:rnd_index] + letter + word[rnd_index + 1:]
    if new_word in self.vocab:
        return new_word
    else:
        return new_word if random.random() < self.arrogance else word
\end{verbatim}

We do a similar thing for swapping letters around in a word, since this is one of the other errors that Boter mentions in his list. Another alteration on the letter level is just finding a word that is very close to this word in appearance. We originally did this using Levenshtein distance, closely following the approach we had used in COMPARATIVUS, a project in which comparing and finding matching text was the main focus (De Weerdt, Gelein & Ho, 2017). Unfortunately this approach proved to be too computationally expensive to be usable on this scale, which is why we used a modified Hamming distance function.\textsuperscript{35} We go over the entire vocabulary and score

\textsuperscript{34} This makes intuitive sense. While you might just as easily skip a letter as you skip a sentence, the latter is much easier to notice for someone who is checking your work.

\textsuperscript{35} The large amount of matrix math that was necessary for Levenshtein distance to work was computationally too expensive. Normal Hamming distance only works on equal length strings, but with a slight modification in which we inaccurately account for length difference we can now use its superior speed, since it needs none of the matrix math that made Levenshtein distance so slow.
the words on their edit distance from the original word, which leaves us with a list of the closest words. With all these functions a large part of letter level errors is now covered. Which leads us to the next level words, and where this mysterious vocab variable comes from.

While swapping out words can be just as easy as swapping out letters, a little more care should be taken with semantics. While randomly misreading a letter can happen quite easily, and arrogance plays a role in there as well, word level errors are modelled as having to do only with arrogance. Sometimes a scribe just feels as if they know best. As mentioned in chapter 2, this would often happen with differences in dialect (Wilson & Reynolds, 1991). The problem with this is that they still have to take the meaning of the word into account. The solution to this problem is also the answer to the question where the agent’s vocabulary comes from: word vectors, or word embeddings. Before we continue we should probably briefly discuss them.

Word embeddings are essentially \( n \)-dimensional vectors that represent the meaning of a word in the same \( n \)-dimensional space (Liu, Liu, Chua & Sun, 2015). These models are usually trained on large corpora of texts (Mikolov, et al., 2017). This allows us to statistically capture the context of a word and thus the meaning. One algorithm that does this is the so-called word2vec approach by Mikolov et al. (2017). This algorithm, as implemented by the gensim python package is what was used to generate the word embeddings that we will use for our agent’s vocabulary. We trained this model on the texts in the Ancient Greek Dependency Treebank 2.1 (2021). This dataset contains a selection of all known ancient greek texts and has proven to generate good embeddings. We created word embeddings with 100 dimensions, since that seems to be a common agreed upon size (Rong, 2014). These word embeddings are also the source of the vocabulary of the agents. Any word not in the embeddings can unfortunately never become part of the vocabulary of the agent.

Now that we have explained the mysterious vocab that every agent has we can explain how we do semantic substitution. Thankfully, this is really simple. The gensim data object that contains the word vector provides us with a function that gives the most similar \( n \) words. By taking a pick from the top ten words, we then get some word variety whilst theoretically keeping the semantics as close to identical. The function

---

36 As Wilson and Reynolds (1991, p. 48) argue: “They had the effect of instilling the forms and inflections of the Attic dialect so deeply that, when an educated man was transcribing a text, he tended to replace forms drawn from other dialects by the Attic forms which he knew so well.”

37 We are referring to a project that hopefully will be published someday. Together with J. Offerijns we spent the spring of 2020 training a neural network to correctly classify Ancient Greek words.
that handles this substitution is rather short and shown below. The try–except clause was used to prevent crashes when trying to find similar words to words that were not in the original training set.

```python
def substitute_word(self, word):
    if random.random() > self.arrogance and word in self.vocab:
        return word
    try:
        top_ten = self.embeddings.most_similar(positive=[word], topn=10)
        return random.choice(top_ten)
    except:
        return word
```

The final level on which scribe errors take place is the line level. Examples of this mostly include the omission of several lines. This can happen for various reasons. For one, the scribe might just not think they are part of the work, or their eye drifts to the same word in the next sentence. To simulate the first we will introduce a small chance, based on an agent’s arrogance, to leave out a line. To model the second problem, when your eyes drift from one word to the same word in the next line, we need a more complex solution. For every word in the line we will check if it was also in the previous line. If it is, there is a small chance that all preceding words get cut out between the two occurrences. In code that looks like this:

```python
def skip_line(self, sentences):
    sentence, next_sentence = sentences
    if random.random() < self.arrogance:
        return [next_sentence]
    for word in next_sentence:
        if word in sentence:
            start = sentence.index(word)
            end = next_sentence.index(word)
            return sentence[:start] + next_sentence[end:]
    return sentences
```

At this point we have discussed all possible ways of mutations, now we only need to consider how these mutations are applied to have a full understanding of how this model works. It boils down to the following steps: unless spatial separation is disabled, every agent will try to find another agent to read their text. With spatial
separation enabled this is only done within the influence radius of an agent. As an agent reads a text the first errors get introduced, this simulates the process of misreading the source manuscript. After that they have a version of that text in their memory, this is the text as they think they have read it. Then to finish one iteration of the model, every agent writes their own canonical version of the text, ready for another agent to read. During this writing process another round of mistakes are introduced, but this time it can also be more serious mistakes such as deliberate word substitutions or line skips.

This entire process of the agent reading other agent’s texts and writing their own versions based on it will continue for a specified amount of iterations. After all these iterations are finished the last written text of every agent is saved to the output directory for further analysis. While this process seems rather interactive, especially since we have focussed on its actions in this chapter, this is not necessarily the case. By tuning the parameters we can determine how historically accurate we want the model to be. The amount of interaction between the agents, as well as the number of agents would logically vary for every tradition. An evaluation of the results, and the effect that different parameter settings can have on the output of the model will be the main focus of our next chapter.
6. Evaluation

The time has finally come: we are ready to run our model and see what results it will bring us. In this chapter we will look at various parameter configurations and discuss how they influence the end result. We will systematically go through each of the parameters and discuss its effect on the resulting text. Some of the agent's properties can also be defined as a range, this is the random deviation an individual agent can have from the baseline prescribed in the settings file. An agent's individual value will be samples from a uniform distribution between the two values, including both endpoints.

To measure the changes in a text we could unfortunately not use TF-IDF, which is a standard to compare and classify texts (Ramos, 2003). To properly use the TF-IDF algorithm, which stands for term frequency inverse document frequency, a list of commonly used words is necessary. This improves the accuracy of the comparison vectors that are created (Ramos, 2003). Such a list was unfortunately not at our disposal for ancient greek. As our next option we wanted to compare the texts using edit Levenshtein distance, as we initially also wanted to compare words, but once again performance proved to be a problem.38

So, instead of this approach we decided to use only part of the TF-IDF algorithm, namely the term frequency part, and compare the resulting vectors using cosine similarity.39 To calculate the term frequency vector of a given text we look at all the unique terms in the entire corpus and count how many times they are used. We do this for every term, until we end up with a long, unique, list of counts. This is the term frequency vector, which we then compare to other vectors using cosine similarity. We then can look at the means, minimums, and maximums of the similarity scores to draw some conclusions about the text that was generated. When we study the influence of a single parameter it is safe to assume that the other parameters are set to the recommended settings, which are the default parameters in the settings file.

In this graph, and all others to follow, maximum similarity signifies the highest similarity that was found between two documents. It encodes the chance of creating

---

38 Comparing two texts would take upwards of several hours. With five agents we would need ten comparisons, costing us upward of 24 hours of compute time. This would then be necessary for every permutation of the settings, which could easily lead to up to a month of constant computing time.
39 Cosine similarity is a common method of comparing the similarity of two n-dimensional vectors. It is often used in similar scenarios, sometimes even in conjunction with TF-IDF (Li & Han, 2013), (Tata & Patel, 2007), (Rahutomo, Kitasuka & Aritsugi, 2012)
‘tribes’ of manuscripts. Minimum similarity shows the biggest difference between two manuscripts, which, combined with the maximum similarity shows us the range of text similarity options. A big difference between maximum and minimum scores, combined with a high maximum score, signifies a very diverse but stable tradition whereas the same difference between maximum and minimum scores combined with a low maximum score is a sign of a divergent tradition with little internal cohesion.\(^4\)

The average similarity gives us more information with which to interpret the other lines. The closer the average is to the maximum, the more stable the tradition is, and inversely: when the average is close to the minimum the tradition is more diverse. To summarize: a stable tradition leads to a stemma with less branching, and an unstable tradition leads to a highly branched stemma.

*Iterations (n), see figure 2:* By studying the graph below, using the criteria discussed above, we can see that there is a clear connection between the amount of iterations and the similarity of texts. We ran seven different configurations, each only differing in the amount of iterations. Every iteration we introduce errors and the chance of correcting these errors with another error is small, which we can see by the slowly declining lines. We very quickly create a more divergent tradition, as can be witnessed by the low average similarity. Thus we decided to stick with 10 iterations for every simulation going forth. This proved to be a good balance between a clearly visible effect on the similarity scores and short runtime.\(^5\)

---

\(^4\) With tribes of manuscript we mean families that are very similar. In case of a high maximum similarity there are at least two manuscripts that are very similar, forming a family.

\(^5\) A high maximum similarity with low minimum score can be thought of as two different branches in the stemma. Internally these branches are very similar, but the difference between these branches has increased as time goes on.

\(^6\) In total we needed to run 101 different configurations, so the processing time required for one experiment was very important. While the effects of every parameter would have been more pronounced at, for example, 20 iterations, we decided that our default of 10 iterations was enough to draw conclusions.
Population size \((n)\), see figure 3: We ran a total of nine different configurations, populations between size two and ten including both numbers, and our results are shown below. Interestingly a simulation with two agents proved to be very hit or miss, with some simulations becoming very similar, whereas others would be very different. This effect becomes less the greater we make the population, but once again we are limited by computational restrictions. Interestingly, after six agents we see a significant drop in the average and minimum similarity values, likely caused by too many agents inhabiting the same space. Since we kept the simulation space constant in these experiments, more agents would mean more overlap in influence, and thus more sources for every agent to choose from, which causes the tradition to diverge. We chose six agents as a compromise between stability and performance going forward.
Simulation space \((n)\): as discussed in our previous entry, the simulation space determines how spread out our agents are. This, together with agent influence and population size, determines the amount of interaction between agents. If the number of agents stays the same, we have seen that a larger simulation space will allow more versions of the text to stay alive, creating a more divergent tradition, whereas a smaller simulation space has a more converging effect, up until a point at which the influence of every agent overlaps with too many others. If we set this space to be infinitely small, zero units\(^{43}\), we effectively disable spatial influence in our simulation. This parameter can basically be seen as another tuning parameter for the population size, therefore it was chosen to tune only one of these two parameters. For any given population size we could find the right simulation space, or vice versa, but given our computational restraints we needed a space for six agents, which made our default space 300 units in size.

Distribution randomness \((n[0-1])\), see figure 4: this parameter tunes how randomly the agents are distributed across the simulation space. When we set this setting to zero the agents are spaced with an even distance between each agent. Turning this all the way up to one will randomly scatter all agents in the simulation space. Numbers in between these two extremes are possible to make the distribution of agents lean more towards the orderly or chaotic side. Contrary to what we originally expected it turned out, after running 11 simulations with varying distribution randomness values, that we need a little bit of randomness for the most accurate results and a more convergent tradition. A distribution randomness value of 0.4 gave the best results, which we can explain as follows: we hypothesize that a small amount of random distribution provides a balance between the unpredictable chaos of full random distribution and the linearity of complete determinism. When we run a simulation fully deterministic every agent is spaced evenly in the simulation space, which leads to a situation in which no agent has a dominant position. By using a small amount of randomness in the distribution of agents we ensure that some agents have a position that reaches more other agents, thus increasing their influence over the final versions of others. For our default value we therefore chose a distribution randomness of 0.4.

\(^{43}\) We use ‘units’ as a measurement for space. If agent A would be at position one and agent B at position four, they would be three units apart. Whether these units represent kilometers, meters or even lightyears is irrelevant for this simulation.
Agent memory \((\text{min } [0-1], \text{max } [0-1])\), see figure 5: Every agent in the simulation will sample its memory from the range prescribed in the settings file. If the minimum is larger than the maximum, randomness in this parameter is effectively turned off. This parameter controls the amount of mistakes an agent makes the most. For the text transmission to become stable we have two requirements to this setting: the minimum agent memory must be relatively high, otherwise we are constantly introducing new errors into the mix. The maximum agent memory must be as close to one as realistically possible. Setting an agent’s memory to one will prevent it from ever making mistakes, which is not realistic, whereas a memory of zero will lead to so many mistakes that it becomes unrealistic yet again.

Before we can continue the results we go from our 24 simulations graphed below we need to discuss briefly how we chose to set up our experiments for parameters that are a range. We now not only need to analyse the effect of these two variables, but also the effect of the difference between them. Therefore we decided to create four sets of experiments, each with a larger range between the minimum and maximum value. The difference for this range was chosen depending on the variable. Then we increased our minimum range in six increments from the smallest to the largest possible value. This way we can study the effect of the difference between maximum and minimum values as well as these values separately.

When we look at the results of our simulations for agent memory there are some interesting observations we can make. First of all, there is a very clear correlation between low minimum memory and traditions with very little similarity. Low values for agent memory introduce too many mistakes, even when the maximum agent
memory can be near one. As we suspected, a tight range, near the top of the memory spectrum behaves best, which is why we went for a range of 0.8 to 0.99.44

![Figure 5: Agent memory with various distributions (x) versus document similarity (y). Top left: range of 0.1. Top right: range of 0.3. Bottom left: range of 0.5. Bottom right: range of 0.7](image)

Agent vocabulary (min [0-1], max [0-1]), see figure 6: by controlling how much of the vocabulary the agent knows we can control how likely an arrogant agent is to make changes to letters or even complete words. In the four graphs, summarizing 24 experiments, we can see that it is hard to draw conclusions, since especially the graphs with larger ranges, the two bottom ones, are nearly identical. This may indicate that when even a few agents have knowledge of vocabulary we immediately get comparatively large changes to the text.

Interestingly, low vocabulary values do not necessarily mean that the resulting transmission will be corrupted. The text may be completely fine as long as the agent has high memory and low arrogance. Even if their memory would be low, their mutated letters would still be caught when they didn’t recognize the mutated word. Thus an agent that has no understanding of the language can still make effective copies. Agents who have high vocabulary on the other hand are more likely to make changes to the text because of their deeper understanding. We are much more

---

44 The latter, 0.99, because we like the idea of imperfect memory. We are only simulating on computers, we aren’t simulating them. For the results this has no perceivable difference, making it more of a philosophical point.
dependent on their memory and arrogance values to make sure they don’t make errors. These effects can most clearly be seen in the first graph of figure 6 where we can see a descending line in text similarity, and thus a more divergent tradition, with higher vocabulary values.

Agent arrogance (min [0–1], max [0–1]), see figure 7: the arrogance value of an agent has a major impact on their behaviour. High values will cause agents to make many assumptions about, and corrections to, the text. The agent firmly ‘believes’ that they are correct. Low values on the other hand leads to agents that are less likely to accept their own chances. By rejecting their own mutations they effectively ‘double-check’ their own work. High average arrogance in the population has predictable effects, as can be seen in the graphs below. Many texts will spawn and there is little chance of converging to one version of a text, since each agent is constantly ‘improving’ the text.

As arrogance increases we can clearly see in the graphs below that the resulting texts diverge dramatically. With large ranges of arrogance we can see that even a small number of arrogant agents can wreak havoc on transparent transmission. Interestingly, we see that our simulation that used only arrogant agents has quite a decent score. While this may be due to chance, there is also a possibility that agents make similar edits or errors in their arrogance, which makes their text editions more
similar by accident. It looks like this parameter has the second most control over how many errors a scribe makes, only after its memory.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{Minimum} & \text{Mean} & \text{Maximum} \\
0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 7: Agent arrogance (x) plotted against document similarity (y). Top left: range 0.01. Top right: range 0.1. Bottom left: range 0.3. Bottom right: range 0.6.

Agent influence \((\text{min } [0-1], \text{ max } [0-1])\), see figure 8: This range determines the radius as a ratio of the simulation space in which an agent is able to be read by other agents. When this influence is set to one it covers the entire space, while setting it to zero makes the agent invisible to others. Thus high influence improves the chance of other agents picking this agent to read as their source, since our influence covers more agents, whereas low influence all but disqualifies an agent from being read by others. This parameter only works when the simulation space is large enough to fit agents’ influence.\(^{45}\)

From our experiments, graphed in figure 8, it looks like the best settings for convergence require a healthy range of influence, with some agents having little influence, while others have lots of influence. The less influential agents seem to work as some sort of buffer for the agent with the largest influence, making the text far more resilient to changes. While high influence levels are necessary to make sure at least one other agent can read your text, we can also see that the experiments with a narrow range still had trouble converging to a single tradition. The most stable tradition was the one with the largest range of influence. This might hint at the

\(^{45}\) In extremely small simulation spaces an agent’s influence covers the entire simulation space, effectively making its position irrelevant.
existence of a few influential scribes who dictate most of what we know today about for example Homer, with many other editions getting lost in the sands of time.

From all these findings there are two interesting, although tentative, conclusions we can draw about scribal transmission. We should, of course, be very careful with these conclusions since modelling can sometimes tell you more about your own biases in the making of the model than it does about the real world (Ivanovic & Freer, 2009). With these precautions out of the way however, these are the things our model seems to imply about scribal transmission: Firstly, the language proficiency of a scribe is far less important than one would initially guess, and in some cases it can actually hinder transparent transmission due to ‘arrogance’ of the scribe. Secondly, our model implies that geographic separation could be one of the main reasons for multiple parallel editions of a text existing.

After all this evaluation, it is now time to look back at one of our more improbable goals: using this model to look back into the possible history of a text. On one hand this is highly unlikely. The missing data is not easily replaced by what are essentially guided random manipulations to a text. On the other hand I do believe the model can tell us more about what possibly came before our oldest known manuscript of a given text. In all our examples we see how there are lots of phrases that will not alter. By running this model we can essentially generate a heatmap for a manuscript with
locations that are most likely to contain errors. This could serve as a tool for editors, redirecting their attention to passages that are most vulnerable to corruption. True predictions about what ancestor manuscripts might have looked like are surely possible. They are, however, not what this model provides. In the next chapter we will talk about what kind of technology would enable this, as well as about what improvements we could make to our model to make it better suited for its purpose.

Another possible use for the model we have just created is as a tool to gain some insight into the scribes and transmission for a certain tradition. We have unearthed some interesting relations between qualities of the transmission and parameters of an agent. By looking at existing traditions we can therefore draw some conclusions or at least hypotheses about the likely nature of the transmission. For example, a tradition with many different versions could point to the scribes having very little overlapping influence.
7. Future work

There are some obvious improvements that could be made to this model that would greatly enhance its precision in modelling reality. Other alterations that come to mind are not as much clear improvements but more interesting experiments. We also, unexpectedly, were able to draw some hypotheses from this model. After we have discussed all of these things we then take a quick look at what different technological solutions could have brought us.

To start with our new hypotheses: it seems that the importance of language proficiency, as tuned by the ‘vocabulary’ parameter of an agent, is far lower than what we initially would have suspected. Research into the historical data we have concerning the language level of scribes looks to be the next step to turn this tentative hypothesis into more solid scientific knowledge. This hypothesis also opens the way for other research into the importance of language proficiency in written transmission, maybe even in our modern world.

The effect of geographical isolation on text traditions could be another interesting field of research. This could be studied by more closely modelling the dissemination of a particular tradition, based for example on historical data about trade and exchange of scientific knowledge. However, putting this idea into a more modern context, this model could provide insight into the influence of the internet in text transmission. The internet is, in terms of our model, the closest the real world has come to an infinitely small simulation space or agents with infinite influence, since every agent can potentially reach every other agent. Our model could then be used to explain some of the phenomena we are seeing on the internet today.

The first simple improvement to the model would be better word embeddings. Larger word embeddings that are created from a more complete corpus of greek texts will surely aid our semantic switching of words while also increasing the vocabulary of our agents. The manner of creating these embeddings might need some more research as well, since all research that we found was aimed at creating word embeddings for languages without a case system. In ancient greek the grammatical case is signified by the last few letters of a word.46 It would be interesting to see if this case system has a negative impact on the word embeddings, since it essentially sees one word in two different cases as two different words.47

---

46 “δοῦλος,” for example, is the subject of a sentence, whereas “δοῦλον” is the object of a sentence. Observe that there is only one letter that differentiates the two.

47 Further research into the relations between the word vectors of one word in different cases needs to be done before we can draw any conclusions about the accuracy of our current embeddings.
One improvement of the model that would be trivial to implement would be the inclusion of diachronic parameter mutation. Over time, as the simulation progresses, we could change various parameters. This would allow us to simulate very diverse traditions, or traditions in which large abrupt changes happen, such as the invention of the printing press. At this point we could even start thinking about word embeddings that have some notion of time embedded into them, since words and their meaning are not set in stone, but change over time.

The next obvious improvement would be the inclusion of a standardised and proven list of errors and alterations that scribes make. Preferably with statistics about their occurrences included. When we initially started this research we naively assumed such a list existed. The benefits of such a list would be tremendous. It would allow us to be much more precise about our predictions, since we would know the likelihood of mistakes happening in certain places. Since it is unlikely that such a list would be accompanied by a full personal description of the scribe that made the error, this list would also make a good case for switching over our model to a different approach, such as a genetic algorithm. There are ways to create this list of errors and alterations with automated analysis of parallel or otherwise related editions. However, we believe that manual analysis of scholarly editions would yield far more accurate results, since these critical editions often contain much more data about an error other than the fact that it happened. Unfortunately this would be a monstrous undertaking which is unlikely to be done in the near future.

Another method to improve the model would be to run it on more manuscript sources, preferably some that are directly related.\textsuperscript{48} This could tell us much about how well the model reflects the reality of what happened, effectively testing the model against reality. Doing this would make for some interesting and doable further research, since most of the required texts, at least those manuscripts of the Iliad, are already available from the Homer Multitext (2020). If we expand the scope of the project somewhat, and are willing to generate new word embeddings, we could even try to model other languages, such as Latin, old English, or even languages with a wholly different writing system such as Chinese, Korean or any of the other southeast Asian languages. These languages would however necessitate some minor tweaks to some of the letter manipulation scripts since characters have a completely different meaning in a writing system that is non alphabetical.

\textsuperscript{48} For example: by comparing a modern scholarly edition, which represents the scientific consensus of the archetype, the ‘true’ text, to a manuscript edition.
With some more extreme modifications this model could even be used to simulate oral transmission of stories, greatly broadening the scope of its usefulness in the scientific community. The agents do not understand that what they are transmitting is a text. Only the nature of the errors that are introduced, backed up by the handout of Boter (2013), makes this model suited for transmission of written text. If such a list, or better yet a statistical analysis, of errors that storytellers and listeners make were to exist, the implementation would be relatively trivial. Combining this kind of research with the already existing knowledge would allow for a hybrid model, a model that simulates both written and oral text transmission.

One of the more considerable changes we briefly entertained was the idea of creating this model using Evolutionary Algorithms, genetic algorithms to be more exact. By encoding the text as the DNA of a particular individual in the simulation we could then have let ‘natural’ selection do its job. By controlling the selection parameters and the fitness function you could no doubt create a model with similar possibilities to our current agent based approach. The agent based approach mostly has the advantage of being easier to compare with the real world, as it lets us think of scribes acting on text. A genetic algorithm would necessitate us to abstract away the role of scribes into the selection and fitness criteria. This approach could provide interesting insights into the biases that our agent based model gave us through its design.

Let us then discuss the elephant in the room: machine learning. Neural networks have made huge leaps forwards in the past years. The field is evolving so rapidly that papers with the latest insights are invalidated within a couple of months, only to be replaced by the newest insight. In the opening chapters we discussed them briefly as an option, only to redirect our attention to agent based models, which seemed like a more natural fit. We still stand by that statement, but not for the same reasons. With enough data a neural network could be trained to simulate this model, and possibly go far beyond it by predicting what possible ancestor manuscripts could have been. The problem however lies not with the neural networks, but their hunger for data. There is very little data about what errors scribes have made. So little actually that even making an abstract agent based model proved to be a challenge in that regard. If enough data could be collected the possibilities would be far beyond anything this model can do. The current digital landscape does unfortunately not meet the requirements for such a training task. If in a couple of years more of our manuscripts are digitised, just as the inscriptions had been digitised for Assael et al. (2017), then we will gladly take a new look at the possibilities.
8. Conclusion

To conclude this thesis we will run through all the findings, observations and thoughts we have expressed over the past chapters. To begin we went through all the necessary background knowledge about scribal text transmission as well as some specific background knowledge on the text we are using. Before we continued with our discussion of the actual implementation we also gave some general information about agent based models, and our reasons for picking them. Then we started talking about how we actually implemented this model. Our data was extracted from a .cex file, and only references useful to us were saved to separate text files. Word embeddings were made with the gensim python library on a large corpus of greek texts. In the rest of this chapter we ran through some of the most important parts of our implementation.\textsuperscript{49}

The evaluations gave us some insight into the effect of different parameters, as well as their useful parameter range. Although the model proved to be unable to give us a glimpse in the past, indirectly it could still provide inspiration. We could easily visualize areas in the text where corruption would be probable. In this role it could be useful for an editor of classical texts who wants to know where their attention should be focussed. We also were able to make some interesting tentative hypotheses about the nature of scribal transmission. There even was a clear possibility of studying the historical context of scribes using comparisons with real life data. This sort of experiment would provide further insight into parts of a text transmission tradition that might already be partially lost.

In the next chapter we discussed different solutions to existing problems, such as the size of the word embeddings and the imprecise nature of Boters list (2013). We also looked at various possibilities to open up the scope of the model, to make it more useful for other languages, such as latin, english or even southeast asian languages. We even observed that there were large parallels between this model and a hypothetical oral transmission model, opening up the idea to model oral or even hybrid traditions. With some modification we could even provide insight into the nature of story transmission on for example the internet, due to the abstract nature of the model.

After all that we looked at the options that other architectures, such as neural networks and evolutionary algorithms could provide. While the prospects for both technologies were exciting, it looks like the data is currently not available for neural networks to make a feasible project. Genetic algorithms could be an interesting

\textsuperscript{49} The complete code can be found on the GitHub repository: https://github.com/MGelein/simulating-mistakes
alternative to the agent based models we are using right now, but at the same time there is no good reason to pick them over our existing agent based approach.

We started this paper by wondering if we could solve the Homeric Question using computer models and simulation. The short answer to this is no. The longer answer is: maybe, but not now. Our current model is able to provide scientists some guidance in their decision making, but anything more than that is unreliable due to the abstracted nature of the data sources this model was built upon. We could however already make some interesting hypotheses about the nature of text transmission and the tradition that surrounds it by looking at the characteristics of an existing example contrasted with the results of our model. Further improvements in the field of digital humanities will hopefully make us able to solve the Homeric Question problem.
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Appendix A: Excerpt from handout by Gerard Boter (2013)

Tot ca. 1450 werden alle teksten steeds opnieuw met de hand gekopiëerd. Ieder exemplaar was uniek. Bij het kopiëren werden fouten gemaakt.

Voorbeelden van fouten

- dicteerfouten: "hij koude op zijn pen"; "uitwijden"; "er valt geen pijl op te trekken." N.B. dicteren kan ook "inwendig", dus zonder hardop spreken, gebeuren. In het Grieks o.a. iotacisme (de uitspraak van ι, ει, η, ιη, οι, υ als /i/:
  αιπυ > ιπει; ηδε η > ιδε ο ι; ιβ als /v/ uitgesproken: ευρον > ιβρον
- transpositie = omzetten van letters: lopen > polen; tobben > botten; ιβ αλ εν
- anticipatie = vooruitlopen: "Met een geweldige trap schoot hij de man naar de voorste man". Plato, R. 611a1 δηλον ον ιν ο ντ ι αναγκ η αντ ινει (ειν αι D) ον ειν αι.
- perseveratie = doorwerken: "De keeper trapte de bal naar de voorste bal". Op een Griekse vaas aan de ene kant de handtekening: Χ Σ Ε Ν Ο Κ Λ Ε Σ
  E П O LE Ε N; op de andere kant Χ Σ Ε Ν Ο Κ Λ Ε Σ E П O K Λ Ε Σ E Н.
- haplografie = iets één keer schrijven: De Boelelaan > De Boelaan. αν αναγκ η
- dittografie = iets twee keer schrijven: "U kunt dit nalezen op de de website".
  Αν αναγκ η > αν αναγκ η.
- omissie = weglating, vaak ten gevolge van le saut du même au même = de sprong van hetzelfde naar hetzelfde. "De schoolleiding heeft ten eerste besloten dat leerlingen uit de lagere klassen geen alcohol mogen drinken; verder is besloten dat brugklasses om elf uur naar huis moeten." Dit wordt dan, doordat het oog verspringt van het eerste naar het tweede "besloten": "De schoolleiding heeft ten eerste besloten dat brugklasses om elf uur naar huis moeten." Plato, R. 328d1-2 (…) ουδεν αυν σειδει οιν ιν αι, Αν ιμ εις ιν.
- glossen = toelichtingen. Bijvoorbeeld: in een tekst staat "wie een kuil graaft voor een ander, valt er zelf in". Iemand zet als toelichting in de kantlijn: "dit spreekwoord zegt dat mensen met kwade plannen daar zelf de dupe van worden". Een volgende kopïëst denkt dat dit in de tekst hoort te staan, en hij schrijft: "wie een kuil graaft voor een ander, dit spreekwoord zegt dat mensen met slechte plannen daar zelf de dupe van worden, valt er zelf in." Plato, R. 575c4 οὐδὲν ἑκ ταῖς ἀρβαλείας, γε στήσας τὸ δὲ ἀνέκορος καὶ ἰόν αἴ om. D.

- leesfouten: in handschrift worden letters vaak met elkaar verward: nn/m (bomen/bonnen); c/e/l (belt/beet). In Grieks majuskelschrift: ΑΔΛ; ΓΤ; ΕΘΟ; ΛΛΜ; ΗΝ.
- woordscheiding: in de oudheid schreef men zonder spaties en leestekens; bovendien had men alleen hoofdletters. Welke drie mogelijke betekenissen zie je in GEEFJANTIENPATAT? In het Grieks: ΓΕΤΙ = γέτη of γέτι; ΔΕΙΔΕ = δέδε or δεδε.